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AN ETHNOGRAPHIC ACCOUNT OF
CONTEMPORARY CAYUA INDIAN ARCHITECTURE
by

l

VIRGINIA · WATSON

I. INTRODUCTION
Attention has already been called to the subject of this paper
as observed among the Cayuá lndians of south~rn Mato Grosso and
the Federal Territory of Ponta Porã, Brazil. 1 ln his treabnent,
James B. Watson was particularly concerned with the shifts which
had taken place in architectural pattems as a result of acculturation
factors and the relationships between these changes and other
asp~cts of the culture. Firstly, in the methodological scheme which
he introduced at the time, a "cause" of acculturation, the introduc~ion of metal tools, particularly the machete, made ·possible the
construction of a type of dwelling technically yery different from
the ab~riginal type. Secondly, because of "primary" and "secondary" effects on the social organization occasioned by a number of
«causes" of acculturation, the ·size of the household diminished, the
labor pattem in house buil~ing was modified, and patterns of
dwelling location changed; these and other factors were noted in
addition to the basic changes in architectural types themselves.
Projected for the futur_e . is a _study of other aspeqts of Cayuá
life which are intimately related to the changes in and present
variety of house types. ln connection with land tenure an~ land
use .p attems. more de~iled material dealing with household composition; ·house location with regard to ~th family and field, general
village planning, and quantity and use of buildings will be presented by this writer.
.·
..
Cayuá architecture may be examined as well from· a purely
ethnographic point of view, .ln this article,. through the use of
1. Watson, James B., Cayuá Culture Change: a atud.11 in accuit~ration ana
methodolog11. Memoir 73, Amertcan Anthropologtcal Assoclatlon (Menaaha: George

Bante., 1952'); especially pages 29-31, 33.34, - 64·65, '84-85 and 112.
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photographs and verbal description, one aspect of Cayuá ergology
will be detailed, an aspect which, as already noted, has important
implications for other aspects of the culture. 2
ln addition to any utility which pure description may have for
various specialis~s, severa! factors have prompted the present paper.
The existing ethnographic literature on Brazil includes data pertaining to a wide ~ariety, both cultural and geographic, of aboriginal
house -types. Moreover, a considerable time period is represented.
However, relatively little of the . material deals with contemporary
types or the changes which have been occasioned as a result of
acculturation (European-Indian contact, particularly). An extension
of the range and variety of descriptions for our own time period
will add basic data to the ethnologist's sources in his ever...present
attempts to make more intelligible and complete the historiai!
reconstructions w~ch are on~ of his major interests.
ln a period when ·Brazil would seem to be -on the threshold
of intensified archaeological activity, detailed descriptjons of those
aspects of material culture with which the archaeologist is primarily concemed, may prove of value. To ·be sure, in' the archaéological work which has been done in Brazil to date, there is a paucity
of data relating to house types, post-mold pattems, and the like.
The very widespread assumption that these clues cannot be found
in Brazil because of climatic conditions which completely obliterate
them, may have to be reconsidered or perhaps discarded if and
when excavations are undertaken in village sites in the climatically
less destructive parts of the country, notably the more temperate
•
-reg1ons.
Finally, there is a general interest in Brazil in the relationship
of aboriginal house types to those often found in contemporary
rural Brazil. 3 The present material may provide some useful ideas
for those individuals who may have any of a number of possible
interests in contem.porary Brazílian culµtre.

•

2. The d•ta presented hereln were collected fro.m June to DecemJ>er of 1943.
Pour o! those months were apent at the Cayuá Indlan vlllage of Taquaptrt 1n
the very aouthern part of the l"ederal Terrltory of Ponta Porã., ~razll, and it 18
with the architectural forma found th~re that we are moat . concemed.. Other
vlllages whlch we visited may be cited occaslonally for comparatlve p\ll'PQ8e8.
The author was, at that tlme, reclpient of a Fellowship from the Instltute of
Intematlonal Education. The field trip itself was a cooperative venture ot the
wrlter and her husband, -!l&Pea B. Watson, with the Museu Nacional ln_ Rio de
.;fane1ro, through its dlrect'9P,""D. Heloisa Alberto Torres. The Museu Naclçnal was
represented ln the fleld by two very able staff members.- Drs. Eduardo Galvã.9
and Nelson Teixeira. The photographs which lllustrate thls article were- taken
by the wrlter _and are reprOduced here through the courtesy of· the Chicago
Natural History Museum.
3.- Cf. Castro F~rta, L. de, "Origens cultural& da habltaç.ã.o popular do Brasll"~
Boletim do Museu Nacional, Antropologia, no. 12 (Rio de Janeiro: 1951).
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II. DESCRIPTION 4
The basic framework of Cayuá buildings consists of wooden
poles of varying diameters; it is covered with one or more types of
vegetal material to produce either a continuous wall-roof or vertical walls with a separate roof. To facilitate detailed description
of these structures, they have been divided into two categories on
the basis of the use to which each building is put; in tum, the
buildings in each of these two categóries have been separated on
the basis of structural differences. 5 The following is an outline of
the categories:
1. Structures used primarily for dwelling purposes
A. Continuous wall-roof
1. Completely enclosed
2. .One end open
3. Combined with type IB
B. Wall and roof distinct
1. Walls of bamboo, roof of thatch
a. rectangular with two watershéds
b. rectangular with three watersheds
_ e. rectangular or square with four watersheds
2. Walls of P?les, roof of ~hatch
II. Structures used primarily for storage purposes
A. Elevated, triangular cross-section
B. Rectangular and on ground
1. wall-roof of thatch
2. wall of bamboo section or palro frond, roof of
thatch or frond
Type IAI. ln 1943 there was only one building of this type
at Taquapiri, although otbers were seen at two posts of the Serviço
de Proteção aos lndios, Francisco Horta at Dourados and Benjamim
4. ln deacrlblng archltectural -forma, it was felt that a very detalled treatment
ot each type woUld malte the present paper lengthy a.nd cumberaome beyond

reasonable utllity. Theretore, one type, IBla., haa been aelected to be descrlbed
most completely. lt ia hoped that the photographs and verbal accounta of the
other varlants and types wlll sutfice to present to the reader the ~ather wlde
range o! Cayuâ architectural accomplishments. IBla was selected for detailed
d1scusslon because (a.) lt la representatlve ot the moat commonly bullt baste houae
type at Taquaplrl; and (b) we witnessed the conatructlon ot one example ot the type
almost !rom the begtnntng, being able to take coploua notes and numerous photographa of the bUllding proceaa.
5. ln the termlnology used by Bennett 1n h1S compara.tive atudy ot habltatlons o! South Amerlcan Indiana, the domestlc bulldinga at Taquaplrl are, by
and large, of Frame Constru.ction and of these, lnclude Boof-on-grou.n.d., Bectangular or oval with gabled roof, and Squ.are anã fou.r-sideã roof. Cf. Bennett,
Wendell, "Habltations," 1n Stew~rd, Jullan (ed.) Hand.book of Sou.th Amertcan
Indians, Bulletln 143, Volume V, Bureau ot Amerlcan Ethnology, "The Comparatlve
Ethnology ot South Amerlcan Indiana" (Washington: 1949)
·

•
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Constant, at União, as well as isolated in the forests. This house
is the classic tapuy which was the common, if not exclusive dwelling
.
of the aboriginal Cayuá. 6
The tapuy at Taquapiri (figure 1) measured 49 feet in length,
21.5 feet in width and its maximum height was 12.3 feet. From
figure 2 can be visualized the longitudinal section of the tapuy
while figure 3 aids in forming the. cross-sectional picture. The
house consists of a basic framework of Jarge poles or logs, varying
in diameter, set upright in the ground. Laid across the forked tops
of these basic uprights are smaller poles. It is desirable in this
type of construction that the cross poles be sufficiently long so that
an end of each one rests directly on an upright. Actually, though,
there are cases when an upright, usually of less diameter than the
basic ones, must be added to support the ends of two poles which
would not reach to the really desired length. Such improvisations
account for a somewhat wide variety of ground plan which would
not be indicative of an equivalent variety in house types.
Set in the ground at varying distances froin one another,
parallel to and outside of the basic uprights, are small poles, those
from either side of ~e house being bent in to meet and be tied
together along the longitudinal axis of the tapuy. Long bamboo
stringers are ·1ashed horizontally to these vertical poles and bunches
of thatch are then applied to the whole framewõrk. The ends of
the tapuy, as can be seen in figures 1 and 3, are not flat, but
slightly elliptical.
Type IA2. This type, not common at Taquapiri in 1943, is
basically similar to Type IAI with the exception that it is consider·
ably smaller (one example was 19.5 feet long by 16.2 feet wide)
and one end is completely open. This structure, shown in figure
4 (front-diagonal view) and figure 5 (side-back view). is similar to
one-half of a building of Type IA!.
Type IA3. Another uncommon type at Taquapiri, Type IA3,
is similar to Type IA2 with the exception that both ends are closed
and parts of the wall are made, not of thatch, but of vertically
placed bamboo boards (see Type IBl description). Figure 6 shows
the combination of the two types. 7
6. Aa th18 artlcle ma.kea no pretense ot being a. compa.rative atudy of archi·
tectural types, the reader ma.y be lnterested ln consUltlng other aourcea. A reac1Y
reference 18 Steward, JUiian (ed.) Hand.book o/ Sou.ti&. Amerlcan Indiam, Bureau
of Amerlcan Ethnology BUlletin 143, especially volume m. "The Tropical Porest
Trlbes," (Washington : 1948). Thls work contalns both descriptlve material an<1
a. lengthy blbllography.
·
.
7. The Ca.yuà house plctured 18 located nea.r Douradoe rather than at Taquaplrt. A front view ot the same structure 1s shown in Figure 3, ln Watson, J. B.,
1952. It ls noted ln pa.ssing tha.t a number of lts structural features were not
noted at Taqua.plrl.
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. Type IBia. The house we lived in during our stay at Taq~apiri
was of this type (figure 7, left-hand structure; the right-hand striicture is not of Cayuá design.) and, as all but the basic framework was
constructed after our arrival in the village, we were able to see the
building operations at first hand. The basic uprights number eight
and for this purpose eight trees, approximately six inches in diameter
are cut from the forest. Branches are cut off and the logs are
peeled of bark. The metal axe is used for hewing the trees, the
ubiquitous machete for peeling the bark. These poles are set
vertically in boles from 18 inches to two ·feet in d~pth, four at the
corners of wl1at will become the rectangular structrire and the other
four, one on each side of the structure, midway between the comer
posts. Thus the basic vertical structure consists of six posts, each
o·n e seven feet high, and placed in two parallel rows of three each,
twelve feet between the rows and eight feet between the poles · in
any one row. Midway between the comer posts, at either end, is
placed a 12 foot pole. All of these are forked at the top to accommodate somewhat smaller (in diameter) poles which are laid in them,
two on either side, and one to serve as a ridge pole. Whereas · the
two side poles are supported by three uprights, the ridge pole is
supported by two end posts only. To give added strength to the
framework, poles, four to five inches in diameter, are placed from
one comer post to its opposite at their upper end, as well as a
sixteen foot pole from one ridgepole support to the other, seven
feet above the ground. Following this, twenty peeled poles, varying
from two to . three inches in diameter are placed, ten on each side,
from the 'horizontal supported by the three vertical posts on each
side, to the ridgepole. These poles are fairly evenly spaced, one
being about two and one-half feet from the next. It should be
pointed out that no nails ar~ used in Cayuá house construction,
the poles are bound together with copaiba, the inner bark of a tree
which has been soaked in water and then cut to the desired width.
These stringers may be cut to varying lengths, the originals often
being as much as twenty feet long.
·
Bamboo trunks, approximately seventeen feet in léngth, are
then split into thin sections, each from two to four inches wide
(figure 8) which are lashed on to the roof framework. The first one
is placed at the botton, the next is placed a palm's distance up (thumb
to little finger) and so on until some 13 have been placed on either
side with · a twenty-seventh running paràllel to the · ridgepole; ln
the buildirig of this particular house, a large number of men co~pe
rated (although ordinarily .the building of this type house in the
community is not a cooperative venture) so that a number of men
lashed these stringers on - one to each pole - and th~ whole ·

'
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process was accomplished quickly. (Figt,tre 9 shows bamboo sttiri-_
gers being lashed to. one pole.) The copaiba strips for lashing are
usu~lly so long that one .will suffice to lash ali of the bamboo strips
to one pole. There are various lashing techniques but this is ori.e
of the most commonly used: the strip is lashed around bamboostrip and pole once, then around pole along space between bamboo strips, then around strip and pole, pole alone; etc.
Mention might be made of the manner of preparation of some
of the materiais used in erecting the house. The copaiba, after
having been soaked in water, is usually in pieces several inches
wide. To ~cut it into one to one and one-half inch wide strips, one
end of a piece is tied to a corner post. A mail cuts out from that,
longitudinally, getting severa! strips· from one piece _(figures 10
and 11). A metal knife is used for this cutting at the present time.
Two tools which are used in thatching the roof are made on the
spot: a bamboo "needle" about three · to. four inches long, rathet
blunt at either end, with a centrally located eye, (figure 12) and
secondly, a mallet for tamping down the thatch on the roof. (Figure
12 shows a mallet being made. Note severa! complete "needles"
lying on the grouild between the worker's leg and1 the log.) The
mallet is about two inches in- diameter at the lower extrémity being
somewhat narrower at the top, a longitudinal slice having been cut
from each side. A hole is cut through the narrow end, about two
inches from the top, through wruch a piece of copaiba is put and
·with which the mallet is hung . from the belt of the worker. (See
Figure 14) Bundl~s of thatcl1 about three and one-half to four
inches in diametet at the tied end and two to two and one-half
feet long are asserpbled. (Figure 13).
The thatching of the roof is done by six men working from the
bottom to the top, first on one side then on the other. The men,
each with a needle, mallet and a sheaf of short pieces of copaiba
tucked in his waist band, sit near the lower edge of the roof, facing .
the ground. (Figure 14 shows men getting ready to thatch the roof.)
Each man is handed severa} bundles of thatch after which a bamboo stringer, the length of the roof, is handed to him. (A picfure
of this activity appears in Watson, J. B., 1952, Figure 2.) This is
placed on top of the lowest bamboo stringer already placed on the
roof poles and then the bundles of grass are inserted between the
two stringers, Cllt ends down (figure 15). ''fhe needle, strtmg~ with
copaiba, is nsed to fasten the top bamboo stringer to the lower one thus fixing the thatch in place~ The copaiba is laced areund the
two stringers only once. The mallet is -used for hammering on the
top stringer so that the two bamboo pie(;!es can be lashed together
as tightly as possible (figure_16). After one row or· layer of thatch
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PLATE I

VIRGINIA WATSON

Longitud inal view o! the tapuy
o! Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

The T aquapir i tapt.ty in 1943.
Type IAL The shelter over the lar ge
log tank is separ ate from the house
itself.

F ig. 2.

Fig. 3.
Diagonal v iew, fr om r ear , o!
tapuy of Fig. 1.

F ig. 4.
Front -diagon a l vlew
I A2, and " l ncomplete" tapuy.

of Type

VIRGINIA WATSON

P LATE II

Fig. 5.

Side-r ear view of house shown
in Fig. 4.

Vlew of house near Dour ados,
Type I A3, in which both thatch and
bamboo are used for the sides of the
building.

The left- hand bullding is exemplary of T ype IBla.

Cutting long bamboo str inger s
to be used in holding the thatch on
the roof of the house is ordinarily a
two-man job.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 8.

VIRGINIA WATSON

PLATE III

Bamboo stringers are lashed to
the r oof-poles by means of very long
copaiba strips.

Fig. 10. Long sect1ons of watersoaked
copaiba are cut 1nto thln strips witb

A close view of the man shown
cutting copaiba in Fig. 10.

Fig. 12.
The wooden mallets used ln
thatching the r oof are made by one of
the workers. Note the finished "needles" on the ground between the log
and the man 's leg.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 11.

a metal knife. Note the uncut pleces
of copaiba lying on the ground.

PLATE IV

VIRGI NIA WATSON

Fig. 13. The grass to be used ln tbatch-

ing tbe r oof o! a house is tied in bundles.

Slx men ~e tt.lng lnto posltion
to begln thatchlng the roof.

F ig. 14.

•

Bundles of thatch ar e 1nserted
between two bamboo str lngers.

Fig. 15.

16
The top strlnger is tamped
down f!rmly before lt is "sewed" in
place.
F ig.

VIRGINIA WATSON

PLATE V

l

The uncut ends of the second
layer of thatch ar e left po1nt1ng downward. prln1ar1ly to provlde better run-off for water cturlng the ratny season.

Fig. 17.

A ba1nboo trunk ls cut a t
severa! placcs on each nocte prepar ator y
to nu\klng 1~ lnto a "board."
Fig. 18.

1

•

After the nodes on a bamboo
trunk ar e cut ln sever a! places, a contlnuous cut, the length of the t runk,
permlts lt to be openect out lnto a flat
"boarct."

Fig. 19.

The structure on the left
shows an enct watershed character1stic
of T ype IBlb.
Fig.

20.

j

VIRGINIA WATSON

PLATE VI

r
•

F ig. 21.

Side view of T ype I Blc.

F ig. 22.
Fig. 23.

Side vlew of house shown ln

Diagon al front view of Type
IB2 - a unlque str ucturc at Taquaplrt
ln 1943.
F ig. 22.

Fig. 24.
Fig. 22.

Rear view of house shown ln

PLATE VII

VIRGINIA WATSON

The sheltered. open-slded adunct to a Type JBl housc ls often an
ln tegral part of 1t.

Fig. 26.

Rather carelessly made, this
storage structure, Type IIBl, was one
example at Taquapirl ln 1943.

Fig. 28.

Fig. 2.5.
j

Fig. 27.

An elevated structure for storage, Type IIA.

A large storage structure located ln an agrlcultural plot. thls was
also used for temporary shelter durlng
the buslest part of the agrlcultural
season. Type IIB2.

'
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PLATE VIII

VIRGI N IA WATSON

\

Palm fr onds supplant thatch
in some of t h e stor age structur es.

Fig . 29.

Detailed example of the u se
of palm fronds and half-rounds of
bamboo as wall mater iais ln stor age
str uctur es. This is a r ear cor ner of t h e
structur e in Fig. 29.
Fig . 30.
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bundles has been put on, the cut ends uniformly placed and pointing toward the ground, a second layer, with the uncut ends
pointing downward is placed on top of the first (figure 17). This
is also held in place by a bamboo stringer fastened to the under
one \vith copaiba. Then the men move up the roof a short distance
and a third layer of thatch is placed, cut ends up, \vith the ends
considerably overlapping the tops of the first and second layers. A
layer of thatch is added or attached to each bamboo stringer which
has originally been laid on the roof poles.
Wall construction may be described as foollo,vs. Longitudinal
wedge-shaped incisions are cut into one side each of eight logs
approximately five to six inches in diameter. These logs, with Cl1t
opening upward, are placed on the ground, each one between two
of the main upright posts of the basic house frame. Furthermore,
somewhat smaller logs are lashed from one main post to another
approximately midway oetween floor and roof. The wall consists
of bamboo "boards" each of which is made from a bamboo trunk
which is cracked or split various times around the nodes (figure 18)
with a final continuous longitudinal split which permits the bamboo
to be opened out into a "board" (figure 19). These boards which
vary in width, depending on the diameter of the original trunks,
are placed side by side in the longitudinal wedgeshaped groove
cut in the base logs. They are lashed to· the horizontals midway
between roof and floor on the outside. When possible they are
also lashed to the upright supports. ln the particular structure
being described, two doorways were outlined by placing small poles
upright, two and one-half feet from one another at the desired
locations. The space was left open on this particular dwelling, but
in most hóuses of Type IB 1 a door of bamboo "board" is made, or
perhaps one is made of wooden planks if the individual owner is
able to get them from the local Brazilians.
Finally, dirt from the houses of cttpim, a type of termite which
secretes a substance into the dirt from which it makes its house thus
forming a very hard material, is brought into the structure, broken
into fine pieces and watered down. lt is then stamped with the
bare feet of the men into a fairly levei, compact floor which, upon
drying, becomes very hard.
.
The tops of the bamboo boards which forro the side walls are
formed of course by the cut of the trunk. On the ends of the
house, however, the tops must be cut diagonally so that they will
fit under the slant of the roof.
Another variation which is sometimes found in houses of this
type is that cipo, a liana, is sometimes used for purposes of lashing
- rarely, if ever, to the exclusion of copaiba, however.
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Type IBlb. The main differences between this type and Type
IBla is in the fact that the roof consists of three watersheds rather
than two and consequently the basic post arrangement and thus the
post mold pattern is different. To attain a third watershed - on
one end of the house - the ridgepole support at one end, rather
than being in a line with the two comer posts, is placed inside of
the house thus forming a triangle in ground plan with the comer
posts rather than a straight line. It is then possible to lay stringers
between the two corner posts on the end and to thatch the end of
the roof. (Left structt1re in figure 20 shows an end watershed.)
Type IBlc. (Figure 21) ln the case of a rectangular honse
with four watersheds, the second end is finished as was described
for one end in Type IBlb.
Type IB2. (Figures 22, 23, and 24.) Represented by only one
specimen in the village, this house differed in at least one important
respect from the two more com~only used types: the walls consisted
of small poles set closely together. ln ground plan and so far as
basic framework is concemed, Type IB2 is basically similar to the
houses of Type IBI. Four comer posts, forked at their upper
ends, hold two horizontal poles which run parallel to each otl1er.
Two taller forked posts, set midway between the two corner posts,
one at either end, support the ridgepole. The roof is substantially
similar to the roof of Type IB. The materiais forming the walls,
too, are set in the longitudinal wedge-shaped cuts in logs which
are placed between the four comer and two end posts. Tl1e walls,
however, instead. of being of bamboo board, consists of small poles,
most of them from two to four inches in diameter, which are set
closely together. They · are lashed to horizontal posts placed between the comer posts and end posts midway from roof to floor
and · in addition one or more thin poles may be lashed on the
outside of the row of poles. Some of the interstices between the
poles are partially filled with thatch or palm fronds or branches.
A further similarity between Type IB2 house and some IBl houses
is the open-sided, roofed structure immediatly adjoining the hou~es.
ln this particularly instance it appears to be a structure separate
from the house itself, although in the case of some Type- IBl
dwellings it is an integral part of the house (figure 25).
Type IIA. (Figure 26) The elevated storage (mainly for com)
structure consists of four comer posts of bamboo or wood to the
tops of which are lashed four horizontal poles thus forming a square.
The ridgepole is supported by two longer poles, one in the middle of
two opposing sides of the almost square structure. To forro the
roof proper five or six long thin poles are placed in the ground

r.
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about two and one-half feet outside of the four corner posts on
either side of the structure. These are then bent in to meet at the
ridge pole. They are then covered with thatch held on with lashed
bamboo stringers. As can be seen, only the upper · part of this
structure is used for storage: the walls are not closed nor are the
roof poles thatched below tl1e tops of the four comer posts. Bamboo
poles are laid across the horizontals which are attached to the
comer posts parallel to each other. These form a floor for the
storage section. The ends of the storage section are closed by
horizontally placed bamboo boards. A crude ladder is usually used
to gain entry to the structure. lt w~ll be noted that this type of
storage house combines features of dwelling Types IA and IB .
. Type IIBI. (Figure_27) Only óne · structure of this type \vas
se~n by the writer and that out in an agricultura! plot. ln general
it was crudely constructed, there being little attempt on the part
of the builder to get uniform, straight material~ to be used in
building it. Generally speaking, the structure had four ~omer posts
with two horizontais running between two pairs of them. A small
ridgepole served as the meeting point for the roof-wall poles whicP.
carne from the ground. . This was covered with thatch put on with
bamboo stringers. . Each end of the hut was more or less open.
Type IIB2. The basic framework of this type of storage house
was similar to that of dwelling Type IBI: four forked comer posts
supporting four horizontally placed posts of about the sarne dia~
meter, four to five inches, two longer vertjcal posts, one in the
middle of each end, which supported the ridgepole, and thinner
roof poles running from the horizontais on either side of the ridgepole. Thatch was placed on them by use of bamboo stringers and
copaiba. The walls, however, differed from ali other structures.
One wall was usually not closed, or only partially so. Most common
of the materiais used in closing a wall were half-rounds of bamboo
\vhich measured two to three inches in diameter. The exteriors of
the bamboo were placed facing in to the structure · (figure 28).
Used to a lesser extent for closing the walls \vere palm fronds, their
spines · placed horizontally so the leaves would hang downward,
those of one frond overlapping those of the frond immediately
below it (figures 29 and 30). T~s type of storage structure tended
to bé somewhat larger than IIA or IIBl and also these were
located in the fields and on occasion could be used for sleeping
purposes during the busy agricultura! days when the time ordinarily spent in going to and from the field was conserved. At least
two structures of this type \Vere as large or larger than some of the
dwelling units of Type IB in the village. ·
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III. FINAL REMARKS
This, then, is the architectural variety found at one Cayuá
Indian village, Taquapiri, in 1943. It Will be recognized immediately
that the two basic types of dwelling structures represent two
quite different approaches to architectural problems and that different techniques of construction are necessitated. The way in which
the introduction of metal tools made possible the construction of
Type IB houses has been dealt with by James B. Watson. 8 The
tapuy can be and was constructed of materiais, the preparation of
whlch did not necessitate the possession of implements not aboriginally available. It is doubtful, however, that the newer type, IB,
could have been practically built with aboriginal equipment. Furthermore, with the introduction of metal tools, the modem housebuilding process has become a more individualistic endeavor rather
than a Iarge cooperative undertaking as is tapuy construction. Also,
it might be pointed out, ~e Ty~e ~B houses tend to be smaller. than
Type IA and the occupymg umt 1S generally the nuclear family as
contrasted to the extended family unit which occupied the tapuy in
aboriginal times.
,
It may be noted in conclusion, that in the lists of architectural
terms collected among the Cayuá, we found no instance of any
but Cayuá (Guarani) terms applied to the tapuy. On the other
hand, there were several terms, obviously of European origin, which
were consistently, although not exclusively, used in referring to
certain features of Type IB houses. For example:
tapia = wall of bamboo
tesu = roof
suelo = floor
varilha = taquara
traviessa = crosspole in the basic framework
As James B. Watson has indicated, 9 some of these terms, e. g.
tesu, refer to features found in the newer architecture but which
were absent in the old; presumably there are no Cayuá equivalents
for them. However, some of these terms may be used interchangeably with the aboriginal terms, e. g. suelo/ywy = floor, wnen
referring to the newer type houses, but no instance was fotmd
where suelo was applied to the floor of the tapuy.

8.
9.

Watson, James B., op. cit.
Watson, James B., op. clt.
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SUMARIO
Neste trabalho a autora descreve a construção hodierna de habitações
dos índios Kaiuá, no Sul de Mato Grosso, salientando as influências de
aculturação que se fazem notar pela modificação da estrutura dos primitivos ranchos e casas indígenas.
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